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This consultation seeks your views on our draft cycling strategy for Westminster,  
which covers the period from 2013 to 2026. 

The objectives of the public consultation are to help the council understand local 
and stakeholder opinion about the proposals. This will enable us to develop our 
final cycling strategy and to make well informed decisions on cycling initiatives.

An overview of our strategy and proposals are provided in this consultation document. 
You can see the full strategy at westminster.gov.uk/cyclingstrategy or request a 
printed copy by calling 020 7641 5628 or emailing cycling@westminster.gov.uk 
Hard copies are available in libraries. 

Westminster City Council’s  
Draft Cycling Strategy

HAVE YOUR SAY

Details on how to respond can be   
found on page 8. The consultation runs  

from Tuesday 3rd December 2013  
to Monday 20th January 2014.
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Why have we 
developed a 
cycling strategy?
In March 2013 the Mayor of London launched a 
Vision for Cycling in London which highlights an 
ambition to see cycling ‘normalised’ by 
encouraging a broader cross section of people to 
take up cycling. It sets four key outcomes: a tube 
network for the bike; safer streets for the bike; 
more people travelling by bike and better places 
for everyone. This vision will be delivered using an 
estimated budget of £913m over the next 10 
years, a proportion of which will be made 
available to boroughs to help deliver this vision.

The council’s draft Cycling Strategy sets out  
how it will help to deliver the Mayor’s Vision for 
Cycling on a more local level, taking account of 
Westminster’s unique circumstances and 
challenges. The strategy examines how people 
are changing the way that they travel into and 
around Westminster and how further growth  
in cycling will be encouraged and cycle safety  
improved through a wide range of schemes  
and initiatives. 

The council’s draft strategy sets out four key 
objectives and associated actions which are 
summarised over the next few pages.

Foreword
The growing popularity of cycling, particularly in 
London, but also across the country, is clear to 
everyone. As more and more people choose to 
cycle for work or leisure it is right that we do 
what we can to make it safer and even more 
attractive as a way of getting around. 
Westminster has a strong track record of 
delivering improvements for cyclists over the 
past few years, but I believe we can and should 
do more as a city to support cycling.

Doing this in a complex city like Westminster, 
with the physical constraints posed by many 
narrow streets, and our responsibility to keep 
the city moving and balance the needs of all 
road users is no easy task. We need to further 
improve things for cyclists without making it 
harder for other road users to get around the 
city or causing unacceptable increases in 
congestion. We support and share the Mayor 
of London’s vision and ambition for cycling 
and are determined to play our part in making 
that a reality on our city’s streets. Getting the 
balance between the needs of all road users 
right and making those changes will take time, 
but I believe that in the proposals set out 
within this ambitious yet realistic and practical 
strategy we have the building blocks that will 
help make Westminster a national leader in  
cycling provision.

We look forward to hearing your views.

Councillor Edward Argar 
Cabinet Member for City Management,  
Transport, and the Environment
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Key trends
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A: Create easier to follow and safer  
routes for cyclists

To do this we propose to: 

 create a Central London Cycling Grid of 
well-signposted, direct and continuous cycle 
routes, where this is practical

 improve the cycling experience for cyclists 
outside the Grid area

 improve routes for cyclists entering and 
leaving the Royal Parks

 provide attractive alternative routes to the 
canal to reduce conflict with pedestrians

 improve road junctions and sections that  
are dangerous for cyclists 

 ensure that any diversionary routes for  
cyclists as a result of road works are safe  
and clearly signed

B: Encourage cyclists and other road 
users to be considerate of each other

To do this we propose to:

 provide free cycle training to any adult living, 
working and studying in Westminster 

 provide training to pupils, teachers and 
parents of any Westminster school that 
requests it

 provide training for drivers of goods vehicles

 include cyclist awareness training and vehicle 
safety features as a condition for awarding 
council contracts

 run targeted campaigns aimed at cyclists  
and non-cyclists to encourage safe and 
responsible shared use of roads 

 encourage the police to enforce road rules for 
cyclists and non-cyclists and provide the 
means for road users to report poor conduct
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C: Make it easier for people to own 
and store bikes

To do this we propose to:

 provide more on street bike parking facilities  
in areas of the city where there is high demand 
and off street at home, school and work

 develop a parking finder as part of other 
council-provided smart phone applications 

 promote the establishment of more facilities 
where cyclists can securely leave their  
bike and belongings and shower before 
starting work

 promote bike security and marking 

 provide on-the-spot bike safety checks  
in the street

 provide bike maintenance training courses 

 seek to expand the Barclay’s Cycle Hire 
scheme into the rest of Westminster

 pilot a bike loan scheme

 refurbish abandoned bikes for future use

D: Encourage more people  
to cycle

To do this we propose to:

 develop a web-based cycling toolkit  
with information and advice on all aspects  
of cycling including ownership, maintenance 
and use

 run themed group rides and  
cycling-based events 

 promote cycle to school schemes

 provide incentives for participation in  
cycling activities

 run targeted multi-media campaigns to 
engage residents, businesses, schools  
and medical professionals with the health, 
financial and environmental benefits  
of cycling

 establish a network of ‘Physical Activity 
Champions’ in the local community who  
are able to assess and refer individuals  
to suitable activities, including cycling
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How to have your say
You can complete a consultation 
questionnaire online at:

westminster.gov.uk/cyclingstrategy 

If you would prefer to complete a paper 
version of the questionnaire, copies are 
available in all Westminster Libraries.

Post your completed questionnaire to: 
Cycling consultation 
City Planning,  
11th floor east,  
Westminster City Hall,  
64 Victoria Street,  
London, SW1E 6QP

If you have queries about the consultation or 
would like to receive a copy of the consultation 
document in an alternative format please email: 
cycling@westminster.gov.uk

If you have any questions or comments on the 
consultation please use the comments section 
at the end of the questionnaire. Your answers 
will be treated anonymously but if you would like 
to be updated on the results of the consultation 
please provide us with your contact details.

We would like to know how we can help more 
people to cycle and make it easier and safer for 
existing cyclists to get around Westminster’s 
roads. Please complete the survey to tell us 
your thoughts.

What happens next?

The consultation closes on  
Monday 20th January 2014.

All comments will be carefully considered and a 
revised final strategy will be made available on 
the website in early 2014. The council will then 
start delivery of the measures contained within 
this agreed strategy. 


